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9 January 2024 
 
 
 
Dear Mr MacLeod 
 
RULE 8 REQUEST 
 
I am writing on behalf of the Chair to the Sheku Bayoh Public Inquiry (“the Inquiry”). 
 
The Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service (“COPFS”) have written to us to 
confirm your preference for your statement to be prepared under Rule 8 procedure.  
 
The Inquiry issued a Rule 8 request to you on 29 August 2023 and you provided a  
statement to the Inquiry on 21 September 2023. As explained previously, until now it 
has not been possible to provide you with a copy of the Crown Precognition. The 
position has now changed and this Rule 8 request is in respect of your involvement 
in preparing the Crown Precognition. 
 
Under Section 21(2)(a) of the Inquiries Act 2005 the Chair may, by notice, require a 
person to provide evidence in the form of a written statement. Rule 8 of The Inquiries 
(Scotland) Rules 2007, provides that the Inquiry may send a written request to any 
person for a written statement of evidence. I hereby request you provide a written 
statement to the Inquiry by 5pm on 13 February 2024. 
 
It is a criminal offence to fail to comply with this request without reasonable excuse. I 
refer you to Section 35(1) of the Inquiries Act 2005.  
 
The Annex to this letter sets out the areas to be covered in your written statement. 
The documents for you to read referred to in the Annex will be available on our 



online database “Objective Connect”. A link for you to access this system will be 
emailed to you separately.  
 
Please provide your written statement by email to  
 
Section 22(1)(a) of the Inquiries Act 2005 states that a person may not be required, 
under section 21, to give, produce or provide any evidence or document if you could 
not be required to do so if the proceedings of the Inquiry were civil proceedings in a 
court. If you are of the view that Section 22 applies to your evidence please advise 
the Inquiry of this and the reasons why you believe Section 22 applies.  
 
Your statement may be disclosed to the Core Participants in the Inquiry and may be 
published on the Inquiry’s website. Any personal information not relevant to your 
evidence will be redacted prior to disclosure.  
 
The Inquiry may issue a further Rule 8 request or Section 21 notice to you at a later 
date if further evidence is required. 
 
The written statement will form part of the evidence of the Inquiry. For that reason it 
is important that it is in your own words. In addition, you may be asked to attend a 
hearing to give oral evidence to the Inquiry. The Inquiry will contact you in future to 
confirm. 
 
If you have any questions regarding this letter or the content of your written 
statement please contact the legal team by email at  
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 

 
 
 

















32. Is there any aspect of any conclusions in the Crown Precognition that you 
would like to reconsider in light of your answers in this statement or any 
information you may now be aware of following your involvement in the 
Investigation? 
 

33. Please explain your involvement in preparing the Briefing Note to Mr Justin 
Farrell dated 28 February 2020.44 Who asked you to prepare this note? 
Where did you get the information to put in it?  
 

34. In your Briefing Note to Mr Farrell at page 3,45 the following summary is made 
in respect of family liaison: “From the outset the Anwar & Co were on an 
exceptional basis provided with significant disclosure. This disclosure was 
provided solely to enable them to instruct their own medical experts. The 
family were also from the beginning invited by the Crown to provide input to 
the Crown investigation and did so by e.g. suggesting particular lines of 
enquiry and providing the details of a number of expert medical witnesses 
some of who subsequently provided reports to the Crown.” What made the 
basis of the disclosure “exceptional”? In this regard, PIRC’s Mr John 
McSporran has stated to the Inquiry the following: “In my experience, it was 
highly unusual for COPFS to provide such information direct to the family and 
their solicitor during a live investigation, particularly during its early stages.”46 
Do you agree with Mr McSporran? Was this disclosure a departure from 
normal practice? If so, what was the basis for this departure? To what extent 
was race a factor in any departures from normal practice? 
 

35. To what extent were the experts provided with a clear and consistent 
explanation of the engagement of the police officers with Mr Bayoh, in 
particular a detailed explanation of the restraint of Mr Bayoh? Could anything 
further have been done before the experts were instructed, or before 
supplementary instructions, to provide this? To what extent were the experts 
provided with explanations of any inconsistencies between the accounts of 
the police officers and civilian witnesses? Was this taken into account by the 
experts? What impact, if any, would an incomplete or inaccurate account of 
the engagement and restraint have on the expert reports? Please refer to the 
relevant sections in your Briefing Note to Mr Farrell.47  
 

36. At page 7 of your Briefing Note to Mr Farrell,48 you provide the views of the 
precognoscers:- 
 

The precognoscers found it of interest that the information about the rib 
fracture which was only made known to PIRC on 29th May 2015 was 
somehow potentially being explained away by three of the officers 
when they provided statements on 4th June 2015. After careful 
consideration of all the evidence there was insufficient evidence to 

 
44 COPFS-02126 (a)  
45 COPFS-02126 (a) 
46 SBPI-00361 at para 91. Please note this statement has not been shared with you. 
47 COPFS-02126 (a) 
48 COPFS-02126 (a) 



make any more of it other than to say it was suspicious, and potentially 
called into question the integrity of the PIRC investigation at that point. 

 
Why did you raise this with Mr Farrell? Did you discuss the issue of the 
integrity of the PIRC investigation with him? Was this matter taken forward?  
 

37. Please state the following in the final paragraph of your statement:- 
 
“I believe the facts stated in this witness statement are true. I understand that 
this statement may form part of the evidence before the Inquiry and be 
published on the Inquiry’s website.” 
 

38. Please sign and date your statement.  




